Editorial Note

Research Nepal Journal of Development Studies (RNJDS) is a multidisciplinary research journal of Nepal with vigor enthusiasm to establish the research culture from private sector. Nepal is a place with an adobe of Gods as claimed by many scholars. It is also said that in ancient time there used to be many sages and saint, living in Himalaya and meditating for the emancipation, liberation and development of human dignity. They used to devote themselves to exploration of knowledge and live scholarly life in the Gurukul in the bed of Himalayan regions of Nepal. From the system of Gurukul and Banprastha Ashram – living as student in the first part of life and as teacher in third part of life- they had produced many more epics like entire volumes of Veda, Puran, Mahabharat, Ramayan, Upanishads, and Manusmrities. Western system of education that has perpaded the entire South Asia has not been capable of make a significant contribution to knowledge production for the last 270 years back. However, Rabindranath Tagore and Amaraty Sen from Santiniketan in Bengal and Mohamad Unush from Bengal succeeded in winning the Noble Prize for their intellectual contribution rooted in eastern philosophy. Similarly, a pure disciple of Lord Buddha– Dalai Lama, had also won the prize. All these four Noble prize winners had their knowledge based on Gurukul system of oriental philosophy.

Research Nepal envisions the development of global scholars and narratives from entire philosophy of exploration of knowledge as developed by ancient saints –Rishi Muni, Priests, pastors etc. The journal in your hand is the first step of new born baby–The Research Nepal Journal of Development Studies. Research identifies the fact. Fact is always universal so methods or approaches to find the universal facts must be universal as well. Whether in social science or in pure science fact is fact and falsifiability is also a fact. If the destination is same, all of us have to walk together. Uniformity is a must in research methodology. A researcher must be able to unite the philosophies around the globe in this Globalization to Localization era. The civilizations of Indus, Nile, Huang He,
Tigris etc. are linked by information technology and globalization. Spiritualists and materialists both are searching for truth or fact but the modes are different. A researcher is said to be a good when he does not differentiate his works in terms of race, sex, religion, ideology and philosophy. They should be able to use and analyze all these social issues as a research variable. They also should not be either spiritualists or Materialists.

It is an attempt to unify the multidisciplinary research approaches in a single, unanimous and universally applicable method. This journal publishes researched articles related to such issues as belong to academic disciplines such as English, Economics, Sociology, Rural Development, Management, Geography, Political Science, Education etc. We integrate all disciplines in this journal. Nevertheless, we are wary about insuring uniformity in diversity. In addition, we discourage such intellectual malpractices such as plagiarism, a violation of research ethics.

The articles include abstract, keywords, objective, review, methodology and discussion. The editorial team emphasizes simple, easily understandable and valuable articles rather than on highly technical ones. Research Nepal welcomes comments, advices and suggestions from all sides concerned for its quality improvement and sustainability. We highly acknowledge Prof. Dr. Prem Sharma and Mr. Ajit Rai for their efforts as peer reviewer of entire articles of the journal. Similarly, we duly acknowledge entire collegues of Central Department of Rural Development, Tribhuvan University, Research Nepal, University Grants Commission, Janabhawana Campus (Chapagaun), Shikharapur Community Campus (Pharping), teachers, students, contributors and others for their support and encouragements.
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